Automatically data-mining clinical practice patterns from electronic health records (EHR) can enable prediction of future practices as a form of clinical decision support (CDS). Our objective is to determine the stability of learned clinical practice patterns over time and what implication this has when using varying longitudinal historical data sources towards predicting future decisions. We trained an association rule engine for clinical orders (e.g., labs, imaging, medications) using structured inpatient data from a tertiary academic hospital. Comparing top order associations per admission diagnosis from training data in 2009 vs. 2012, we find practice variability from unstable diagnoses with rank biased overlap (RBO)<0.35 (e.g., pneumonia) to stable admissions for planned procedures (e.g., chemotherapy, surgery) with comparatively high RBO>0.6. Predicting admission orders for future (2013) patients with associations trained on recent (2012) vs. older (2009) data improved accuracy evaluated by area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC) 0.89 to 0.92, precision at ten (positive predictive value of the top ten predictions against actual orders) 30% to 37%, and weighted recall (sensitivity) at ten 2.4% to 13%, (P<10 -10 ). Training with more longitudinal data (2009)(2010)(2011)(2012) was no better than only using recent (2012) data. Secular trends in practice patterns likely explain why smaller but more recent training data is more accurate at predicting future practices.
Introduction
Variability and uncertainty in medical practice compromise quality of care and cost efficiency, with overall compliance with evidence-based guidelines ranging from 20-80%. 1 Clinical decision support (CDS) tools, like order sets and alerts, reinforce best-practices by distributing information on relevant clinical orders (e.g., labs, imaging, medications), [2] [3] [4] [5] but production is limited in scale by knowledge-based manual authoring of one intervention at a time by human experts. 6 If medical knowledge were fixed, manual approaches might eventually converge towards a comprehensive set of effective clinical decision support content from the top-down. The reality is instead a perpetually evolving body of knowledge that responds to new evidence, technology, and epidemiology that requires ongoing content maintenance to adapt to changing clinical practices. 7 The meaningful use era of electronic health records (EHR) 8 creates an opportunity for data-driven clinical decision support (CDS) to reduce detrimental practice variability through the collective expertise of many practitioners in a learning health system. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Specifically, one of the "grand challenges" in CDS 14 is automated production of CDS from the bottom-up by datamining clinical data sources. Such algorithmic approaches to clinical information retrieval could greatly expand the scope of medical practice addressed with effective decision support, and automatically adapt to an ongoing stream of evolving clinical practice data. This would fulfill the vision of a learning health system to continuously learn from real-world practices and translate them into usable information for implementation back at the point-of-care. The Big Data 13, 15 potential of EHRs makes this vision possible, but the dynamic nature of clinical practices over time calls into question the presumption that learning from historical clinical data will inform future clinical practice. To fulfill the potential of real-time clinical prediction, we need to better understand how far back in time to mine EHRs while retaining predictive value for future decision making.
Background
To understand clinical practice patterns and inform potential decision support, we focus on the clinical orders (e.g., labs, imaging, medications) that concretely manifest point-of-care decision making. Prior research into data-mining for clinical decision support content includes use of association rules, Bayesian networks, and unsupervised clustering of clinical orders and diagnoses. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] This prior research has largely ignored the temporal relationships between clinical data elements when training predictive models, treating individual patients or encounters as an unordered collection of items. In our own prior work, inspired by analogous information retrieval problems in recommender systems, collaborative filtering, and market basket analysis, we automatically generated clinical decision support content in the form of a clinical order recommender system 24 analogous to Netflix or Amazon.com's "Customer's who bought A also bought B" system. 25 This prior work 26 first examined the importance of matching the temporal relationship between clinical data elements to the respective timing of evaluation outcomes. For example, orders co-occuring within a short time period, such as the antibiotics vancomycin and piperacillin-tazobactam being ordered within one hour of each other, inform a more useful association than orders separated by several days of time. The impact of the temporal relationship between training and validation data has not been explored in this prior research (including our own). Instead, any evaluation of these predictive models was conducted by separating patients into random train-test subsets. This is not representative of realistic applied scenarios however, where we would have to learn from historical clinical data to inform recommendations and predictions towards future patient encounters that have never previously occurred.
In this work, we seek to determine how varying longitudinal historical training data usage can impact prediction of future clinical practices. Furthermore, we seek to quantify which inpatient admission diagnoses exhibit the most stability vs. variability of clinical practice patterns over time.
Materials and Methods
We extracted deidentified patient data from the (Epic) electronic medical record for all inpatient hospitalizations at Stanford University Hospital via the STRIDE clinical data warehouse. 27 The structured data covers patient encounters from their initial (emergency room) presentation until hospital discharge. With five years of data spanning 2008-2014, the dataset includes >74K patients with >11M instances of >27K distinct clinical items. The clinical item elements include >7,800 medication, >1,600 laboratory, >1,100 imaging, and >1,000 nursing orders. Non-order items include >1,000 lab results, >7,800 problem list entries, >5,300 admission diagnosis ICD9 codes, and patient demographics. Medication data was normalized with RxNorm mappings 28 down to active ingredients and routes of administration. Numerical lab results were binned into categories based on "abnormal" flags established by the clinical laboratory. To compress the sparsity of diagnosis items, we duplicated ICD9 codes up to the three digit hierarchy, such that an item for code 786.05 would have additional items replicated for code 786.0 and 786. The above pre-processing models each patient as a timeline of clinical item instances, with each instance mapping a clinical item to a patient at a discrete time point.
With the clinical item instances following the "80/20 rule" of a power law distribution, 29 most clinical items may be ignored with minimal information loss. In this case, ignoring rare clinical items with <256 instances reduces the effective item count from >27K to ~3K (11%), while still capturing 10.8M (95%) of the 11.4M item instances. After excluding common process orders (e.g., vital signs, notify MD, regular diet, transport patient, as well as most nursing and all PRN medications), 1,270 clinical orders of interest remained.
Using our previously described method, 24 we algorithmically mined association rules for clinical item pairs from past clinician behavior. Based on Amazon's product recommender, 25 we collected patient counts for all clinical item instance pairs co-occurring within 24 hours of each other to build time-stratified item association matrixes. 26 Each matrix defines a 2x2 contingency table for each pair of clinical items, from which various association statistics are derived (e.g., odds ratio (OR), positive predictive value (PPV), baseline prevalence, and Fisher's P-value). 30 To assess the varying impact of historical training data time, separate item association matrix models were built from training data from 2009, data from 2012, and data from 2009 through 2012.
We identify clinical order associations that reflect practice patterns by using query items (e.g., admission diagnosis or first several clinical orders and lab results) to score-rank all candidate clinical order items by an association statistic relative to the query items. Scoreranking by PPV (positive predictive value) prioritizes orders that are likely to occur after the query items, while score-ranking by Fisher's P-value for items with odds ratio > 1 prioritizes orders that are disproportionately associated with the query items. 26 To find clinical orders associated with different admission diagnoses, we generated a score-ranked list of the 1,270 candidate clinical orders for each of the most common admission diagnoses (those with at least 36 instances per year), sorted by Fisher's P-value. To assess for stability in clinical order patterns, we generated two such clinical order lists for each admission diagnosis, one from the matrix built on 2009 data and the other from the 2012 data. Traditional measures of list agreement like Kendall's  31 are not ideal here, as they often require identically sized, finite lists, and weigh all ranks equivalently. To compare ranked clinical order lists, we instead calculate their agreement by Rank Biased Overlap (RBO). 32 When comparing two ranked lists, we define Ik as the intersection of the top k items in each list, and Xk as the size of the overlap at rank depth = |Ik|. The ratio of Xk to the maximum possible value (k) is the fractional overlap agreement Ak = (Xk/k). RBO is a weighted summation of these agreements where the weight wk = (1-p)*p k-1 , based on the "persistence" parameter p that reflects the probability that an observer reviewing the top k items will continue to observe the (k+1)-th items. The fixed (1-p) factor normalizes the sum of weights to 1. For our calculations, we used a default implementation p parameter of 0.98. 33 
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The geometric weighting scheme of RBO serves to emphasize items at the top of the list and to ensure numerical convergence regardless of list length. RBO values range from 0.0 (disjoint lists) to 1.0 (identical lists).
To assess the utility of historical clinical item associations towards predicting future practices, we performed a variation of our prior experiments to predict hospital admission orders. 24 Specifically, using association matrices trained on data from 2009, 2012, or 2009 through 2012, we used the first four hours of clinical items from every future patient admitted to the hospital in 2013 to query for a ranked list of associated clinical orders. We compared these generated order lists against the actual next 24 hours of subsequent clinical orders (that did not already occur within the query time) by area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC-AUC), precision (positive predictive value) at 10 items, and inverse frequency weighted recall 26 (sensitivity) at 10 items. Statistical tests (t-tests, Pearson's correlation) were calculated with the SciPy Python package. 34 Table 1 reports patient demographics and the flux of new and departing ordering providers in the clinical data over the years studied. Table 2a Figure 2 depicts the correlation between diagnosis stability (RBO) and accuracy towards predicting future order patterns (weighted recall). Table 3 Order Prediction Accuracy vs. Practice Stability Table 3 -Accuracy measures for predicting 2013 admission orders when using training data from different subsets of prior years. For ~15K patients with ~26K hospital admissions in 2013, data from the first four hours for each admission was used to query an association matrix trained on prior year(s) data for a list of clinical orders. The list of generated orders is score-ranked by PPV (positive predictive value ~ post-test probability) to identify orders likely to occur or by P-value to prioritize orders disproportionately associated with the query items. Generated order lists were compared against the subsequent 24 hours of clinical orders that actually occurred in each 2013 admission. Full list ranking is evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC), while precision at ten evaluates only the top ten items. Inverse frequency weighted recall identifies methods most effective at retrieving less common, but specifically relevant orders. 26 
Results

Discussion
These results support the general supposition that clinical practices dynamically change over time ( Figure 1 ). Elective admissions for planned procedures like chemotherapy and surgeries appear to exhibit relatively less variability over time with higher RBOs. This could of course be disrupted if future practices shifted in response to newly discovered different chemotherapy or surgical regimens, though the identified associations could still be reasonably used to suggest co-medications that are not enforced through a strict protocol. Diagnoses subject to epidemiologic shifts (i.e., pneumonia) and medical admissions for non-specific symptoms (e.g., joint pain, malaise) may trigger variable approaches to workup, represented by their lower RBOs. This method provides a quantitative assessment of clinical practice areas with the most dynamic changes, with respective implications on the reproducibility and reliability of predicting future clinical practice patterns based on historical data. It also has implications for ongoing debates on the appropriate interval for continuing medical education and maintenance of certification for individual clinicians. 39, 40 For example, it could be used to identify areas where frequent education is required to adapt to rapidly shifting standards of practice vs. areas with years of stable practices that diminish the value of repetitious education maintenance. Table 3 Table 3 reports the accuracy of models trained on different subsets towards predicting future practices by multiple measures. The area under the ROC curve (ROC-AUC) assesses discrimination accuracy for the full ranked list of candidate orders. Precision at ten items pays particular attention to the top items that a human user could realistically be expected to review. Weighted recall highlights retrieval of more "interesting" and specifically relevant suggestions over common, but potentially mundane, suggestions. 26 As might be expected, clinical order recommenders trained on more recent (2012) data are more accurate at predicting future (2013) practices than older (2009) data by all measures. The more compelling question answered is whether training on a larger longitudinal dataset (2009-2012) yields better results than just using the most recent data (2012). In this case, the extended data set is no better to slightly worse than just using the most recent data. While larger datasets are generally expected to improve the power of statistical learning methods, the correlation with RBO in Figure 2 suggests the changing clinical practice patterns over time makes older data less relevant when predicting future events.
This study focuses on the relevance of learned clinical order patterns towards predicting future events, but provides no assurance that common or strongly associated behaviors actually reflect "good" decisions. Short of randomized trials, we are evaluating our order associations against the external standards-of-care established in clinical practice guidelines. 43 With the results of this study however, it is not surprising that practice guidelines themselves must undergo regular revision, resulting in an ambiguous and moving target of clinical decision making quality that defies the existence of a fixed gold standard for clinical decision support.
A potential limitation in our evaluation of clinical practice pattern stability is the presumption that changing patterns reflect changes in clinical decision making at the management and treatment level. The nature of the EHR data source likely results in changing order patterns due to non-clinical data changes, such as shifts in diagnosis coding practices from pneumonia to sepsis. 41 Administrative infrastructure changes are expected to occur despite having little semantic difference for clinical decision making, such as the hospital orders for Respiratory Virus DFA (direct fluorescent antibody) panels being replaced with Respiratory Virus PCR (polymerase chain reaction) panels. Related work we are undertaking on probabilistic topic models of clinical data could provide opportunities to detect and resolve such "semantic" differences by noting that both such respiratory virus tests are related to "respiratory infection" scenarios, even though the two are never found together for a single patient. There may also be a substantial shift in patient characteristics insufficiently captured by admission diagnosis stratification, such as patient admissions for "joint pain" that might represent anything from elective orthopedic surgery admissions, workup for suspected septic arthritis, to pain management for a rheumatoid arthritis flare. Using more robust cohort identification methods than admission ICD9 codes, such as through natural language processing of clinical notes or SNOMED-CT codes could help normalize such factors. Individual patients could be hospitalized multiple times within each evaluation period, which could bias the association statistics without clustering statistics to mitigate internally correlated data. With all data deriving from a single medical center, significant cultural shifts in practice patterns could also be unduly influenced by the large flux of providers noted in Table 1 or even a small number of prominent clinicians.
Even if learned clinical practice patterns change for "non-clinical" reasons above, the overarching caution of depending on historical data to predict future clinical events remains Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing 2016 relevant. The evolving clinical patterns reinforce the challenge of manually producing clinical decision support and knowledge guides for order entry, as they must be followed by ongoing manual effort to maintain them against new clinical evidence and standards that may substantially shift within just a few years. Automated algorithms to learn clinical decision support are thus even more important to not only cover the breadth of medical knowledge efficiently, but to automatically adapt to continuous streams of new information. While historical data will not predict the advent of new therapeutics or diseases, incorporating a continuous stream of data could allow automated methods to rapidly detect and adapt to shifting practice changes and alert authors to dynamic areas in need of additional decision support, just as Google Flu Trends can detect local flu activity more rapidly than conventional methods. 42 The results above inform such an approach, indicating that using the most recent data may be more important than simply accumulating a massive repository of historical data whose interpretation does not even remain internally consistent. Future opportunities could explore weighted or online learning algorithms that emphasize the relevance of recent data without completely ignoring the older data that may still capture useful information.
Conclusions
Clinical practice patterns for hospital admission diagnoses (automatically) learned from historical EHR data can vary substantially across years, particularly for non-specific symptombased diagnoses and those influenced by external epidemiology (e.g., pneumonia). Elective admissions for planned procedures (e.g., chemotherapy, surgery) demonstrate more stable practice patterns over time. If the goal is predicting relevant future practices, using more recent training data is more accurate than using older data, likely due to secular trends in changing practice. Consequently, using a larger longitudinal data set from many years may be no better, and possibly worse, than using a smaller but more recent data set. Decision support and predictive analytic models should take these patterns into account. Views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the NIH, Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) or other affiliated institutions.
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